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Abstract: The increasing push for renewable penetration into electricity grids will inevitably lead to
an increased requirement for grid-scale energy storage at multiple time scales. It will, necessarily, lead
to a higher proportion of the total energy consumed having been passed through storage. Offshore
wind is a key technology for renewable penetration, and the co-location of energy storage with this
wind power provides significant benefits. A novel generation-integrated energy storage system is
described here in the form of a wind-driven air compressor feeding underwater compressed air
energy storage. A direct drive compressor would require very high intake swept volumes. To
overcome this difficulty, some prior compression is introduced. This paper discusses the constituent
technologies for this concept, as well as the various configurations that it might take and the logic
behind operating it. Special consideration has been given to the differences resulting from utilising
a near-isothermal wind-driven compressor versus a near-adiabatic one. Multiple iterations of the
system have been simulated. This has been done using a price-matching algorithm to optimise the
system operation and using volumetric air flow rates to calculate exergy flow. Simulated operation
has been performed for a year of real wind and electricity price data. This work has been performed
in order to clarify the relationships between several key parameters in the system, including pressure
and work ratios, volumetric flowrates, storage costs and profit rates. An additional objective of this
paper was to determine whether the system has the potential for economic viability in some future
energy grid, especially when compared with alternative wind and energy storage solutions. The
results of the simulation indicated that, with proper sizing, the system might perform competitively
with these alternatives. Maximum one-year return on investment values of 9.8% for the isothermal
case and 13% for the adiabatic case were found. These maxima were reached with ~15–20 h of
output storage. In all cases, it was found that maximising the power of the wind-driven compressor
compared with the initial compressor was favourable.

Keywords: generation integrated energy storage; wind-integrated energy storage; compressed air
energy storage; underwater compressed air energy storage; wind-driven air compression; intake
swept volumes; capture value; alternative wind technology; wind system simulation; optimal
operation of energy stores

1. Introduction

Large-scale energy storage will likely play a significant role in any future energy
system that wishes to implement high levels of renewable penetration [1]. This is due
to its ability to provide much-needed flexibility in grids whose generation portfolio will
become increasingly inflexible as a result of the natural variability of renewable sources.
This widely accepted notion has led to a surge in the number and scope of energy storage
technologies, both proposed and implemented.

Most of the work done in the energy storage sector has focused on standalone storage
systems, which absorb electricity and convert to and from some other storable form of
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exergy before re-supplying (a proportion of) the electricity at a later time. Standalone
storage can be developed and implemented entirely separately from the generation, en-
abling traditional renewable energy technologies to be used for generation. There are
also non-grid applications for energy storage, such as the use of Li-ion batteries in electric
vehicles, that are, by definition, standalone.

In contrast to standalone storage, generation-integrated energy storage (GIES) tech-
nologies store energy before it is converted to electricity [2]. Figure 1 contrasts the energy
conversions seen in GIES systems with those in standalone storage.

Figure 1. Comparison of energy conversions between (A) standalone and (B) generation-integrated
energy storage configurations. From [2].

GIES systems minimise the conversions between the primary energy collected and the
consumed output electricity for any energy that passes through storage. A familiar example
of a GIES system is natural hydro, where the energy from flowing water is converted into
a storable form (gravitational potential via damming) before it is ever passed through
turbines to generate electricity. Although pure transmission efficiencies (that is, the output
exergy divided by the input exergy for exergy that does not pass through storage) may be
slightly lower than in conventional generation systems, GIES systems have the potential
to achieve significantly higher efficiencies for energy that has passed through storage.
Such GIES systems may therefore achieve higher overall throughput efficiencies than
systems with independent generation and storage, if a sufficient proportion of the total
output energy is required to pass through storage, as represented in Figure 2 (from [2]).
GIES systems therefore have the potential to be relatively cheap forms of energy storage.
Additional examples of well-established GIES technologies include many concentrated
solar plants [3,4]. GIES systems have also been proposed for wind [5–8] and nuclear
power [9,10].
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Figure 2. Overall throughput efficiency against fraction of output energy that passed through storage
for standalone and GIES stores. From [2].

An offshore wind-driven GIES system that exercises multiple stages of air compression,
with integrated compressed air energy storage, is proposed in [11]. This paper clarifies
and expands upon that idea. In Section 2, the technologies that constitute the system
are explained and examples of other systems utilising them are given. In Section 3, the
system from [11] is described, with particular note to possible alternative configurations.
Section 4 describes simulations of the system that were performed in order to understand
the relationships between parameters such as storage size and pressure ratio. The economic
benefits of such a system are then discussed, along with the barriers impeding it.

2. Constituent Technologies
2.1. Isothermal and Adiabatic Compressed Air Energy Storage

Compressed air energy storage (CAES) is a set of thermomechanical energy storage
technologies. In CAES, work is done on ambient air in order to compress it to a higher
pressure, at which point it is stored (at near-ambient temperature) for some period of time
before being expanded back to ambient conditions to generate electricity. Two grid-scale
CAES plants in Huntorf, Germany, and Alabama, USA, are diabatic (D-CAES), meaning that
the heat from compression is discarded and the air is stored cool, before being reheated prior
to expansion. In these cases, the pre-heating of air is done through the burning of natural
gas. For several reasons, not least of which is the desire not to use fossil fuels in energy
storage, modern CAES proposals tend towards Isothermal (I-CAES) or Adiabatic (A-CAES)
configurations, which do not consume any combustible fuel, although CAES systems that
use some carbon-neutral fuel (such as green hydrogen) have also been posited [12–14].

In I-CAES systems, air is compressed and expanded near-isothermally with the use of
effective heat transfer. In a successful implementation, almost no exergy is lost, because
any heat taken from the air is close to ambient temperature and therefore has negligible
exergetic content. Assuming ideal gas behaviours, the work done on a volume of gas
compressed isothermally is given by:

WISO = p1V1 ln
(

p2

p1

)
=: p1V1 ln(r), (1)

where p is the gas pressure, V is the gas volume and subscripts 1 and 2 denote inlet and
outlet, respectively.
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Conversely, A-CAES systems purposely minimise the heat transfer between the air
and its surroundings. In A-CAES, the heat is stripped from the air after compression and is
then stored in thermal energy stores. For adiabatic compression, the work done on a gas is:

WADIA = p1V1

(
r((γ−1)/γ) − 1

)
((γ− 1)/γ)

=: p1V1
(rχ − 1)

χ
, (2)

where γ = 1.4 for diatomic gases. As before, r represents the pressure ratio p2/p1.

2.2. Wind-Driven Energy Storage

Integrating energy storage into wind power generation has been proposed in various
formats. The simplest form of this is the co-location of a conventional energy store with
wind turbines, used to smooth the intermittency of renewable generation [15–17]. If
sufficiently inexpensive, this has some economic advantages for the operator, as electricity
can be supplied to the grid during periods of higher value. There is also a benefit to the
grid by reducing transmission losses. However, such systems cannot be described as GIES.
Wind farms providing energy in the form of electricity to some co-located energy store
could be described as “wind-powered”.

By contrast, “wind-driven” systems are defined here as those that initially convert the
energy provided by the wind into a form of energy other than electricity. The majority of
wind-driven GIES systems in the literature involve some form of gas compression, although
the use of induction or other forms of direct heating have also been suggested [18].

Of the systems utilising gas compression, D-CAES [5], adiabatic compression [6]
and offshore I-CAES [19] configurations have been proposed. In all cases, the gearbox of
a conventional geared wind turbine—a source of considerable capital and maintenance
cost—is removed, and the generator is relocated close to the energy stores at ground- or
sea-level [20–22]. This leaves the nacelle of the wind turbine relatively free for compression
machinery. In [19], a liquid piston compressor is used, with seawater performing the duty
of the liquid and also acting as an excellent heat sink. Liquid piston technology is also
used in [6], but is designed to perform near-adiabatically, with a radial piston configu-
ration employing multiple stages to minimise the temperature gradients and therefore
heat transfer.

2.3. Direct Drive Air Compression and the Problem of Intake Swept Volumes

The wind-driven CAES systems mentioned are direct drive, meaning that the com-
pressor runs synchronous with the wind turbine itself. For most modern turbines, the
tip-speed ratio (TSR) relates the tangential speed of the blade tips (uTIP) to the oncoming
wind speed (u):

TSR =
uTIP

u
=

ωD
2u

, (3)

where ω is the rotational speed and D is the diameter of the turbine’s swept area. The
rotational frequency of the rotor, f, is:

f =
ω

2π
=

uTSR
πD

. (4)

The parameters ω and f have rated values for any wind speed at or above the turbine’s
rated wind speed uR (and below its maximum wind speed). In this paper, the MHI
Vestas V164-8.0 MW turbine will be used as the reference turbine. Data for this turbine is
summarised in Table 1.
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Table 1. Data for reference turbine used in this paper. From [23].

MHI Vestas V164-8.0 MW Turbine

Name of Parameter Parameter Value Units

Swept Diameter D 164 m

Tip-speed - 104 m/s

Rated windspeed uR 13 m/s

Cut-in speed - 4 m/s

Cut-out speed - 25 m/s

Tip-speed ratio TSR 8 -

Rotational speed ω 1.27 rad/s

Rotational frequency f 0.20 rotations/s

For wind-driven compression, it is useful to find the intake swept volume of air,
Vswept, that must be absorbed by the compressor in each rotation. This can be done by
rearranging Equations (1) and (2), using the fact that the work done per rotation is equal to
the rated power of the turbine Pturbine divided by its rotational frequency. For isothermal
compression, this gives:

Vswept,ISO =
Pturbine

f p1 ln(r)
, (5)

and for adiabatic compression:

Vswept,ADIA =
Pturbineχ

f p1(rχ − 1)
. (6)

For a set upper pressure p2 = p1r, a minimum swept volume is found in an isothermal
compressor when r = e ≈ 2.7182 and in an adiabatic compressor when r = 1.41/χ ≈ 3.2467.
For pressure ratios above these optima, swept volumes increase much more slowly than
for pressure ratios below these values (with Vswept tending to infinity as r→ 1).

For illustration, if air were to be compressed by the reference turbine from ambient
pressure to 74 bar, the upper pressure of the D-CAES plant at Huntorf, an adiabatic com-
pressor would need to intake 47.2 m3 of air per revolution and an isothermal compressor
would need to intake 92.9 m3. It should be noted that the swept volume is relatively
insensitive to the upper pressure. It has also been assumed here that the adiabatic com-
pression would take place over a single stage (with regard to heat transfer). A multi-stage
compressor might be used in a scenario where the upper temperature would be too high
for conventional materials.

To estimate the acceptable swept volume for a compressor housed in a wind turbine, con-
sider that the volume of both the gearbox and generator is freed up in a wind-driven system.

Assuming the use of a radial piston compressor design similar to that described in [6],
the machine can be split into two distinct parts: here defined as the “displacer” and the
“converter”. The displacer houses a camshaft and radial pistons and the converter contains
the compression cylinders. It is therefore reasonable to make the approximation that the
displacer replaces the gearbox and the converter replaces the generator in the turbine
nacelle. The nacelle dimensions of the reference turbine are 24 × 12 × 7.5 m and the
generator takes up approximately 1/8th of the total volume, or ~270 m3. A prototype
compressor utilising the technology described in [6], in development at the University of
Nottingham, has a ratio between the inlet swept volume and overall converter volume
of roughly 0.004. Scaling up to the reference nacelle size, this relates to an intake swept
volume of ~1.1 m3. Accounting for slightly larger allowable nacelles, as well as more
optimised compressor geometries and nacelle layouts, it is likely that intake swept volumes
of ~5–15 m3 might be achievable in the reference turbine. Even at the upper end of this
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estimate, a turbine compressing to 74 bar would have a power of 2.54 MW (adiabatic) or
1.29 MW (isothermal)—only a fraction of the 8 MW reference turbine power.

The problem of large intake swept volumes is therefore significant for all direct drive
systems. The I-CAES system in [19] solves this problem by moving the liquid piston to
sea-level and instead utilising a variable displacement hydraulic pump in the nacelle. This
combines well with the use of seawater as the liquid piston (thereby not requiring seawater
to be pumped up to the nacelle). By contrast, Ref. [6] solves the problem of intake swept
volumes by increasing the inlet air pressure p1. Rather than a CAES system, Ref. [6] is
a pumped thermal energy storage system, wherein all exergy stored is in the form of
high-grade heat (or coolth) that is stripped from the compressed gas [24]. This involves
a closed gas loop, meaning that the inlet and outlet pressures for the compressor can be
freely set.

2.4. Underwater Compressed Air Energy Storage

Underground caverns are often considered the default method of air storage when
discussing CAES plants. The CAES plants in Huntorf and Alabama both use this method
of storage, as do many other CAES proposals.

Such storage is generally isochoric (constant volume), meaning that emptying a pro-
portion of the air in the store reduces the pressure of the remaining air. Expanders used
in an isochoric CAES system must therefore run over a series of pressures, limiting their
efficiency, as they cannot be optimised for a single pressure. As there will be a pressure
below which an expander cannot run at an acceptable efficiency, this also significantly
limits the proportion of the store that can be flexed. Cavern stability also limits operational
pressure ranges, as a certain volume of “cushion gas” is required to ensure that the caverns
do not collapse.

In contrast, isobaric (constant pressure) storage allows for the flexing of the entire
storage volume, at a single pressure for which the expander can be optimised. Isobaric
storage can be achieved in combined hydro-CAES plants where a water reservoir is used
to keep constant pressure [25]. However, most isobaric storage designs revolve around
the store being placed deep underwater, in a lake or ocean. This is known as underwater
compressed air energy storage (UWCAES). In UWCAES, each 10 metres of water depth
provides approximately 1 bar of additional pressure on the store. By filling the store with
air of equivalent pressure to the hydrostatic pressure supplied by the water, the store itself
does not need to provide any confining force. A UWCAES system utilising flexible canvas
bags (energy bags) is described in [26,27] and expects storage capacity costs in the region
of 25 $/kWh (dependent on the storage depth). A representation of this design can be seen
in Figure 3.

The components comprising an energy bag system are anchoring ballast (AB), tension
cables (TC) and the canvas surface area itself (SU). The role of the tension cables is to
counteract the buoyant force created by the air volume. The cables are therefore the sole
structural element of the energy bag. It is explained in [26] that the cost of the anchoring
ballast is proportional to the buoyancy force created by the energy bag volume and is
therefore proportional to the cube of the characteristic dimension (the diameter, D) of the
energy bag:

CAB ∝ D3. (7)

The tension cable cost is proportional to the product of its length L and tension force
FT, which is also proportional to the buoyancy force:

CTC ∝ LFT ∝ D4. (8)

The cost of the canvas is clearly proportional D2 and so the total energy bag cost can
be written as:

CBAG = CAB + CTC + CSU = aD4 + bD2 + cD3, (9)
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where a, b and c are constants. By noting that the energy stored in the bag, E, is equal to
another constant, k, multiplied by the energy bag volume,

CBAG
E

=
aD4 + bD2 + cD3

kD3 . (10)

Figure 3. Energy bag underwater compressed air energy storage (UWCAES) system. Shown without
pipework for simplicity.

Differentiating this to find the optimum and substituting into Equation (9) then shows
that the optimum diameter is achieved when CSU is equal to CTC. Multiple energy bags of
this optimal diameter would therefore be better value for money than a single energy bag
of equivalent volume. The use of multiple smaller bags also has the benefit of reducing the
proportion of storage that is out of service if damage to a single bag occurs. Assuming that
any storage system employs multiple optimally sized energy bags (with the volumetric
capacity of Vopt), the total cost of the system is the number of energy bags used multiplied by
the cost of a single bag. Therefore, for a system with a volumetric capacity of nVopt, where
n is an integer, the total cost of the storage system is directly proportional to its volume.

The technologies discussed in this section have a clear synergy. The use of UWCAES
specifically for the balancing of wind energy has been investigated previously [28,29].
However, iterations of this concept assume a conventional wind turbine with standalone
UWCAES. Thus far, no literature has discussed the combination of wind-driven air com-
pression with UWCAES. The possibility of utilising UWCAES in a GIES-type system is
unexplored. The concept of wind-integrated energy storage itself (beyond the co-location
of standalone energy storage) is underexplored.

Furthermore, no wind-driven air compression system attempts to solve the problem
of large swept volumes with a prior stage of electrically driven air compression. It may
initially seem counterintuitive to add electrically driven air compression to a wind-driven
system. However, there is significant advantage to be had by removing the wind turbine
gearbox and allowing direct drive air compression. There are also potential grid-balancing
advantages to such a system, discussed later in this paper.

The system described in the remainder of this paper is not intended as a catch-all
solution to the problem of inflexible wind generation. Indeed, it is a complimentary
technology that might be used in tandem with a grid utilising any subset of systems
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previously mentioned, conventional wind turbines, and large-scale standalone storage (for
example, in the form of CAES or green hydrogen).

3. System Overview
3.1. Description

The system described in [11] is named Wi-DACIS, standing for wind-driven air com-
pression and isobaric storage. It utilises the technologies previously mentioned in Section 2.
A wind-driven, direct drive air compressor replaces the gearbox system in a conventional
geared offshore wind turbine. The high-pressure air exhausted from the compressor can
either be immediately expanded to generate electricity or passed into an energy bag air stor-
age system. This provides flexibility to the otherwise intermittent renewable energy supply
from the turbine. Because primary energy from the wind is used directly to compress air
before it is ever converted into electricity, this constitutes a GIES system.

Being direct drive, the problem of intake swept volume must be considered. In a
similar manner to the pumped heat system described in [6], the solution is to supply air to
the primary compressor at a pressure higher than ambient. However, instead of the closed
loop utilised by [6], Wi-DACIS employs a prior stage of compression, which absorbs air
from the environment, compressing it from ambient conditions to a suitable pressure for
the wind-driven compressor.

In [11], the Wi-DACIS system was originally described with two pressures of air store:
a high-pressure store fed by the wind-driven compressor, and an additional medium-
pressure store fed by the first stage compressor. While the authors believe that there could
be significant merit to the additional flexibility provided by the medium-pressure store,
the full cost/benefit analysis of such a store is beyond the scope of this paper and will be
addressed in future work.

The classification of Wi-DACIS as a purely GIES system is dependent on the form
that the first stage of compression takes. If it is driven by electricity from the grid, as is
assumed for the analysis in Section 4, then it acts as a hybridisation of standalone and GIES
systems, as some fraction of the energy in storage has been absorbed from the grid. The
ratio of standalone to GIES utility is then dependent on the relative powers of the two
compressor stages.

However, if the first stage of compression is run by some non-grid method (i.e., one in
which electricity from the grid is not required, such as solar or wave power), then Wi-DACIS
performs as a wholly GIES system. The possibility of using a form of trompe compressor
as a method of offshore first-stage compression is also discussed in [11], using the water
head created by wave heights to push volumes of water to a depth, pressurising the air
entrained within that water.

Figure 4 shows the Wi-DACIS system in its hybrid GIES-standalone configuration,
utilising a single high-pressure air store.

Important components and parameters for the Wi-DACIS system are:

• COMG—the grid-connected first stage of compression.
• COMW—the main stage, wind-driven compressor, which can be either isothermal or

adiabatic (discussed in Section 3.2).
• HPEB—the high-pressure energy bag system (shown as a single bag for simplicity).
• EXP—the expander/generator set.
• HXU/TES—the heat-exchanger unit and thermal energy stores, relevant only if the

main stage compressor is adiabatic.
• r1 and r2—the pressure ratios of COMG and COMW. The pressure of the high-pressure

store is r1r2.
• PG and PW—the powers of COMG and COMW. PEXP is the expander power.
• V1, V2, V3—the volumetric flowrate into COMG, out of COMG/into COMW and out

of COMW/into EXP. p1, p2, p3 are the respective pressures.
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Figure 4. The Wi-DACIS system in an adiabatic main stage configuration. In an isothermal configura-
tion, HXU and TES are not present.

3.2. Possible Configurations

An important consideration in a Wi-DACIS system is whether the main stage compres-
sor is adiabatic or isothermal. This decision dictates several system parameters, including
the relative powers (or relative pressure ratios, depending on which values are set) of the
two compressors. Because the product of p and V remains constant throughout isothermal
compression, if the main stage compressor is isothermal, the relative powers of the two
stages can be described as:

PG
PW

=
ln(r1)

ln(r2)
. (11)

By comparison, if the main stage compressor is adiabatic, the relative powers can be
described as:

PG
PW

=
χ ln(r1)

(r2)
χ − 1

. (12)

Figure 5 shows that, for a set upper pressure r1r2, an adiabatic main stage will result
in a smaller grid-powered compressor. Given that the Wi-DACIS system intends the main-
stage compressor to have a reasonably high power compared to the first-stage compressor
(certainly PG/PW < 1), this limits the acceptable relative pressure ratios. In the example
given in Figure 5, where r1r2 = 200, r2 would therefore need to be greater than 9 for an
adiabatic main stage or greater than 14 for an isothermal one.
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Figure 5. Power ratios for an isothermal and an adiabatic main stage of compression, where the
upper pressure, r1r2, is set.

The choice between isothermal and adiabatic compression also affects the required
inlet swept volume, as is described in Section 2.3. For any given intake pressure and
pressure ratio, an adiabatic compressor will require a lower intake swept volume than an
isothermal one. This is due to the additional work done in adiabatic compression to heat the
gas. As previously mentioned, the upper temperature is a limiting factor in the adiabatic
case, but multi-stage compression is possible to keep this temperature within reasonable
limits (by taking heat from the air at several points during the compression process).

With both of these effects taken into consideration, an adiabatic main stage appears to
be the clear choice. However, this is also dependent on the relative costs of the compressors.
Regardless of whether the main stage compressor is isothermal or adiabatic, heat exchange
of some kind will be required, either in the form of inter-stage cooling, or to strip the heat
from the air for storage. Assuming, then, that the isothermal and adiabatic compressors and
heat exchangers are of similar costs, an important measure of the viability of adiabatic main
stage compression is whether the thermal energy storage (TES) required by an adiabatic
compressor is cost-competitive with the high-pressure energy bag system. Given that the
costs calculations for the energy bags in Section 2.4 only include material costs, the same
will be applied to the TES.

4. System Analysis
4.1. Simulation Data and Assumptions

Simulations of the Wi-DACIS system have been run for both the isothermal and adia-
batic main-stage compressor configurations. These will provide insight into the relationship
between various Wi-DACIS parameters, as well as providing a reasonable minimum size
for the energy store and some sense of the profitability of such a system.

Wind speed data for 2015 were obtained from the UK Met Office Integrated Data
Archive System (MIDAS) [30]. This took the form of sea-level wind speed data, which were
converted to wind speed at turbine-height with:

u(z) =
u∗
κ

[
ln
(

z
z0

)]
, (13)

where u(z) is the wind speed at altitude z, u* is the friction velocity, κ is the Von Kármán
constant (~0.4) and z0 is the roughness length (~0.0002 m for open sea) [31,32].
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Hourly data from 12 locations were used (Figure 6). These sites were chosen due
to the availability of sufficient wind speed data over the given period. Several of these
sites would not necessarily be suitable for a Wi-DACIS system, due to their location on
the continental shelf implying relatively shallow water. However, the data at these sites
are sufficiently representative of generic offshore wind data to be suitable in the analysis.
Figure 6 includes the approximate outline of the continental shelf, showing the closeness of
the sites to relatively deep water. Figure 7 shows the worldwide water depth map. It is
clear that a depth of 2000 m is closely accessible for much of the world’s coastline.

Figure 6. Map of the 12 wind data point locations. Letters used to differentiate between sites. Adapted
from [33] (Map Data: ©2022 Google, GeoBasis-DE/BKG ©2009).

Figure 7. Map of worldwide water depth. Adapted from [34].

The wind speed data were converted to energy generation data using the real power
curve of the reference turbine, shown in Figure 8 [23]. The energy generation data could
then be used in the simulation to calculate the energy flow in the system via air volumetric
flow rates.
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Figure 8. Power curve for reference wind turbine. Adapted from [23].

UK day-ahead electricity price data over the same 2015 time period were taken
from [35]. It is assumed that the system operates with a merchant contract, using the
hourly day-ahead electricity prices as a basis for decision-making. This is in contrast
to many UK wind farms, which operate on the Contracts for Difference (CfD) scheme,
wherein a single price is agreed upon per unit of electricity supplied to the grid, regardless
of instantaneous electricity value. The revenue of a conventional wind turbine on the CfD
scheme will also be considered for the sake of comparison.

The simulation assumes that the Wi-DACIS wind-driven compressor is capable of
performing at part-load to the same extent as the conventional reference turbine. Optimal
part-load performance would be made possible with a compressor design similar to the
one described in [6], which allows individual compression cylinders to be deactivated via
automated active valve control. It is expected that these operations could be performed at
much shorter timescales than is required for the turbine blades to adjust pitch, meaning
that overall part-load performance should not be affected.

The grid-powered isothermal compressor is assumed to be of sufficient power to
provide the necessary volumetric flowrate to the main stage compressor at its nameplate
capacity. It is also assumed to have no variation in efficiency at partial load.

In order to gain some measure of the cost of each iteration, unit costs were applied to
each element of the system. Reasonable values for a, b and c from Equation (9) were found
that satisfied the condition of a single optimum at D ≈ 20 m and gave a cost of roughly
50 £/m3, indicated by [26]. The total energy bag storage was calculated as multiples of
these optimal bags, with an additional smaller bag (if necessary) at a less optimal cost. It is
assumed that each energy bag can store a parcel of air for as long as is required between
the charging and discharging cycles. This is a reasonable assumption given the store sizes
considered (<200 h).

4.2. Methodology

The initial inputs for the simulation can be split into system parameters and unit costs.
The system parameters tested in the simulation are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. System parameters for Wi-DACIS simulations.

Name of Parameter Parameter Value(s) Units

Main compressor swept volume Vswept ~5–15 m3/rev

Maximum pressure p2 200 bar

High-pressure store size - 1–200 hours

For each combination of store capacity and swept volume, the system powers, inlet
and outlet volumetric flowrates, pressure ratios and energy bag sizes were calculated, both
for the isothermal and adiabatic configurations. The initial state of charge (SoC) assumed
for the store was 50% of the maximum charge. Operation over the year time period was
then simulated for each system and at each site.

The simulation was performed assuming perfect knowledge of a year of day-ahead
electricity prices and wind availability. A modified version of the price-matching algorithm
found in [36] was used to find the optimal store and compressor power usage at each hour
time interval.

The income (revenue) was calculated as a summation of the hour-wise multiplication
of instantaneous electricity price and instantaneous expander power. Similarly, the expen-
diture was calculated as a summation of the hour-wise multiplication of instantaneous
electricity price and the instantaneous power of the first-stage, grid-powered compressor.

For the configuration where the wind-driven stage is adiabatic, the required capacity
of the thermal energy store was calculated using the work done by the adiabatic compressor
from Equation (2), and the temperature was found by:

Tstore = Tre f r2
χ, (14)

where Tref is the ambient temperature of the air. In a packed gravel bed TES, using a
thermal medium (quartzite) with a specific heat capacity of 850 J/kg·K, the required mass
was found:

mquartzite =
WHeat

850·
(

Tstore − Tre f

) . (15)

The thermal medium was given a material cost of 0.1 GBP/kg [37]. A mass overrating
factor of 2 was then applied.

An estimate of the steel required for the thermal store was obtained using a random
sphere packing density ~0.64, quartzite and steel densities of 2700 kg/m3 and 8000 kg/m3,
respectively, and assuming a TES store with a height to diameter aspect ratio of 2 and
20 mm thick walls (considered to be very conservative):

Vstore =
mquartz

0.64× 2700
, (16)

msteel ≈ 0.646
(
mquartz

)2/3. (17)

The cost of worked steel for wind turbines is in the order of 2 GBP/kg, based on asser-
tions made by Henrik Stiesdal on several occasions, including at Floating Offshore Wind UK
(30 October 2018) and the EWEA Floating Wind Power Debate (18 November 2015). Steel
was therefore costed at 2 GBP/kg. The capital costs per unit power for the compressors
and expanders were chosen partly from values in [2,13,38–40] and partly on the idea that a
conventional wind turbine costs ~1 GBP/W and replacing the expensive gearbox element
with an expensive compressor element will not change that value too significantly. These
costs are summarised in Table 3. It should be noted that the cost (GBP/kW) for compressor
and expander machinery is dependent on several factors, including its rated power—larger
machines generally cost less per unit power [39–41]. In order to take advantage of the
scalability in the Wi-DACIS system, it is likely that several turbines would be fed by a single
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grid-powered compressor and would feed into a single expander. Although a single turbine
has been simulated, this scalability has been accounted for in the capital costs chosen.

Table 3. Per-unit power capital costs for the compressor/expander machinery. Based on values
in [2,13,38–40].

Machine Cost Range (Nominal Value) (GBP/kW)

COMG 200–400 (300)

COMW 800–1200 (1000)

EXP 300–700 (500)

To reasonably account for losses in the system, the efficiencies shown in Table 4 were
applied in the simulation. As with cost, the efficiency of machinery can be affected by its
rated power [42,43]. The large scale of the machines used in Wi-DACIS means that the
upper range of efficiencies is certainly accessible.

Table 4. Efficiencies of the system machinery used. Based on values in [44–48].

Machine Efficiency Range, η (Nominal Value)

COMG 0.8–1.0 (0.9)

COMW 1 *

EXP 0.8–1.0 (0.9)

HPEB 0.98
* The efficiency value of the main stage compressor is given as 1 because it is a relative efficiency, which will
be used to compare with alternative wind + storage systems in Section 4.5. The result of applying the COMG
efficiency is that the pure transmission efficiency of the Wi-DACIS system will be 90% of the transmission efficiency
of a conventional turbine.

The range of cost and efficiency values shown were used in data validation testing,
whereas the nominal values were used in the main simulation.

The efficiency losses in the grid-powered compressor and the expander were accounted
for by increasing the expenditure and decreasing the income by a factor of η, while keeping
the actual exergy absorbed/sold the same.

Efficiency losses in the energy bags are expected to be extremely small. In this paper,
a representative value of 0.98 was chosen. This was applied by increasing the cost of the
stores by this factor.

The outputs of the simulations were: instantaneous compressor and expander powers
over time, state of charge for the store over time, capital costs, revenue and expenditure (the
difference of which is the profit), a one-year return on investment and potentially limiting
parameters such as TES temperature and ratio of PG/PW.

4.3. Results and Discussion

Each of the 12 sites used in the simulation exhibited the same behaviours, although
the exact values were slightly different due to local wind data. The averaged results of the
12 sites are used in the following figures. Maximum and minimum values given in the text
cover all 12 sites.

The primary effect of increasing the inlet swept volume is that the main stage compres-
sor, COMW, becomes a larger proportion of the total system power; alternatively, COMG
becomes a smaller proportion. This is caused by the increased ratio r2/r1, seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. The relationship between the relative power of the main-stage and first-stage compressors
and the intake swept volume, in the form of pressure ratio r2/r1.

Increasing the proportional power of COMW in this way serves to significantly im-
prove the yearly profit (income minus expenditure) of the system, in all iterations. This can
be seen in Figure 10, which highlights the improvement of the system with increased Vswept
(and reduced proportional power of COMG).
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Figure 10. Income, expenditure and profit for representative isothermal (above) and adiabatic (below)
systems with 200 h of storage. Also shown on the upper x-axes is the proportional power of COMG
compared with COMW. Decreasing this ratio improves financial performance.

While the income of the system is reduced by increasing Vswept—a function of the
total system power reducing as the proportional power of COMW, which is set at 8 MW,
increases—the expenditure of the system decreases more quickly, resulting in greater profit.
The expenditure is further reduced in the adiabatic case compared with the isothermal case,
due to the further increase in the ratio between COMW and COMG powers, a result of the
work of Equations (1) and (2).

Due to the effect the swept volume has on the system powers and pressure (and
therefore costs), it is useful to show a breakdown of the cost elements with changing Vswept
for both the isothermal and adiabatic cases. Figure 11 shows a breakdown of the cost
elements for a system with 200 h of storage. Figure 12 normalises these costs by the power
of the system at each value of Vswept.

For the adiabatic case, the reduction in the cost of the thermal energy store with
increasing Vswept is due to the increasing pressure ratio of COMW. This results in a higher
outlet air temperature; the thermal mass is therefore used more effectively. Likewise, the
reduction in the cost of the air store is due to a larger proportion of the exergy being stored
as heat, as Vswept increases.

Given that system capital costs are reduced and profits increased with increased Vswept,
it is clear that the one-year return on investment (ROI) is significantly affected by increasing
the inlet swept volume of the system. This can be seen in Figure 13, using a system with
200 h of storage for demonstration.
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Figure 11. Breakdown of capital costs for an isothermal (above) and adiabatic (below) system with
200 h of storage.
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Figure 12. Breakdown of capital costs shown in Figure 10, normalised by the total discharge power
of the system. Isothermal (above) and adiabatic (below) configurations shown.
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Figure 13. The relationship between one-year return on investment and inlet swept volume for a
representative system with 200 h of storage.

It is therefore desirable for the profitability of the Wi-DACIS system to maximise Vswept
to its upper practical limit.

It is important to determine whether there is an optimal energy storage capacity for the
system. Figure 14 shows the ROI of a system with a constant swept volume and changing
store size, from 1 to 200 h.

Figure 14. The relationship between one-year return on investment and storage capacity for a system
with the maximum allowable inlet swept volume.
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In fact, a maximum ROI for the system is reached in all cases. At the highest value of
Vswept (shown in Figure 14), this occurs at ~20 h for the isothermal case and ~15 h for the
adiabatic case. Before this point, there is very little value provided by the stores, despite the
increased cost of the system compared with a conventional turbine (through the addition
of the first-stage compressor and the expander). After this maximum, the increased value
offered by the store does not make up for the climbing costs of such a system at present.
This is summarised in Figures 15 and 16.

Figure 15. The relationship between profit and storage capacity for a representative system with the
maximum allowable inlet swept volume.

Figure 16. The relationship between total system cost and storage capacity for a representative system
with the maximum allowable inlet swept volume.
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For the isothermal case, the maximum ROI at each site ranged from 6.4% to 9.8%.
For the adiabatic case, the maximum ROI ranged from 8.1% to 13.0%. At all sites, this
maximum occurred at the highest value of swept volume, with the optimal store size
varying only slightly.

The lowest ROI values (between 0.8% and 1% for the isothermal case and between
1.8% and 2.4% for the adiabatic case) are found when the swept volume is at its lowest
and the storage capacity is close to zero, due to the high system costs and minimal benefit
provided by the store.

In the adiabatic case, at higher values of swept volume, the air reaches temperatures
nearing the limits of sensible heat storage capabilities (~900 K). This could be accounted for
with multi-stage adiabatic compression utilising inter-stage cooling.

Using the method and values described in this paper, it seems likely that an adiabatic
wind-driven compressor is significantly financially favourable over an isothermal one for
the Wi-DACIS system. It is advantageous to design the system such that the wind-driven
compressor performs the majority of the total work, achieved by designing for maximum
swept volume and adiabatic operation. The existence of an optimal store size in each case
is also of interest, as it creates a clear system design goal for store size—something that is
not seen to be the case for standalone storage in Section 4.5.

4.4. Validation

In addition to the real wind and electricity price data used in this paper, and the
nominal costs and efficiencies based on prior literature, data validation was performed
in the form of a Monte Carlo simulation. The ranges of cost and efficiency shown in
Tables 3 and 4 were used to create triangular probability distributions for each parameter.
For each iteration of the Wi-DACIS system (characterised by the values of Vswept and store
size), random weighted samplings of these distributions were created, and the cost, income,
expenditure, profit and ROI values of that iteration were adjusted accordingly. With
105 runs in each iteration, a normal distribution was then fit to the result, and the coefficient
of variation (that is, the standard deviation normalised by the mean and presented as a
percentage) of the ROI was found, as shown in Figure 17.

The coefficient of variation is considerably higher at low values of Vswept. At its highest,
it reaches 141% in the isothermal case and 51% in the adiabatic case. This is due to the low
mean ROI values and higher proportional power of COMG at the minimum swept volume.
For some values of cost and efficiency, the ROI at these low Vswept iterations can be negative,
a result of the losses in the system outweighing the benefits of absorbing and storing the
electricity. Clearly a system with such parameters would not be economically viable.

However, at middling and higher values of Vswept, the coefficient of variation quickly
becomes tolerable, plateauing at around 10–15% for the isothermal case and 7–10% for the
adiabatic case. As with the effects of Vswept on the variability, the isothermal case is more
variable due to the larger proportional power of COMG, resulting in lower profit margins
and more chance for an expensive compressor to impact the ROI of the system.

Given that the iterations that have been shown to be more favourable are those with
higher values of Vswept, the variability calculated due to possible variations in the input
parameters is considered to be acceptable.

4.5. Comparison with Other Systems

Comparing the ROI and capital costs of the Wi-DACIS system with alternative wind–
storage options is useful in determining whether the system described here has a potential
place in the energy grid.

A conventional 8 MW wind turbine (capital cost ~£8 M) on the CfD scheme with a
strike price of 40 GBP/MWh has a maximum ROI of 22% using the same wind and price
data. Approximately the same maximum ROI was found for a free-market wind turbine
over the same time period. The difference in the ROI between these turbines and the
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Wi-DACIS system supports the generally held belief that it is much more expensive to store
a unit of energy than it is to generate it.

Figure 17. Results of data validation for isothermal (above) and adiabatic (below) systems, presented
as the coefficient of variation of the ROI for each iteration.

However, given the necessity for large-scale storage in future energy grids, regardless
of its relative profitability, it is useful to compare like-for-like. Therefore, two other wind–
storage systems have been simulated, using the same initial logic: a wind turbine with
co-located Li-ion battery storage, and a wind turbine connected to both a compressed air
energy store (CAES) and the grid.

The efficiencies and costs assumed for these systems are summarised in Table 5.
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Table 5. Efficiencies and costs of the other wind–storage systems. Costs estimated from [49,50].

Name of Parameter Li-Ion Store CAES
Store Units

Efficiency 0.9 0.65 -

Cost (capacity) 150 20 £/kWh

Scale (capacity) 8–1600 8–1600 MWh

Cost (power) 1500 300 £/kW

The efficiencies were applied in a similar approach as the Wi-DACIS simulation.
During costing, the store was considered larger by a factor

√
η (to apply the same efficiency

loss to the beginning and the end of the process), and during revenue calculations, income
was reduced by the same factor.

The wind turbine was considered to be acting on the free market in both cases, and
the same algorithm (based on [36]) was used to decide whether to sell or store energy,
where possible. The power costs provided in Table 5 are the total costs for charging and
discharging power. As with the Wi-DACIS system, the storage capacity was calculated in
hours, from 1 to 200. Figure 18 shows the representative ROI curves for the two systems.

Figure 18. The relationship between one-year return on investment and storage capacity for the
Li-ion and CAES simulations.

For a set storage capacity, the Li-ion system achieves higher revenue in all cases (due,
obviously, to the only simulated difference in the income of the two systems being their
efficiencies). However, the CAES system achieves significantly higher ROI values. The
maximum ROI values for CAES were between 9.7% and 14.3% and were between 4.9%
and 8.4% for Li-ion. These all occur during the lowest possible store size. Comparing
Figures 14 and 18, it appears as though the Wi-DACIS system is extremely competitive
with alternative storage systems, especially at higher storage capacities. Section 4.6 dis-
cusses an interesting quirk of Wi-DACIS that may give it further viability, from a whole
grid perspective.

4.6. Capture Value

The capture value (CV) of a wind turbine is a measure of how effectively the turbine
can achieve the average electricity value over a given time period. Wind power generally
has a negative correlation with electricity price—during times of high wind, the wind
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fleet of a grid is generating more electricity, increasing supply, and thereby reducing the
electricity price. Capture value is calculated as:

CV =
∑n

i=1 outputi × pricei

price×∑n
i=1 outputi

, (18)

where output and price are the wind electricity output and electricity price at time i, and
price is the average electricity price over the time period [51].

The average capture values are expected to decrease in the future, due to significantly
increased wind generation capacity. This is a concern for wind farm operators, due to the
uncertainty it creates [51,52]. Less certainty in wind farm output may result in reduced
investment in wind farms in the future.

Any system that stores exergy prior to sending electricity to the grid has the potential
to lessen the negative impact of this capture value, both for itself (by only selling during
times of high electricity price) and for the whole grid (by reducing the wind supply during
times of high wind). Wi-DACIS is an example of such a system, but so is any co-located
wind–storage system. What sets Wi-DACIS apart is that it also draws electricity from
the grid when the wind turbine is working, via its grid-powered compressor. Because
the instantaneous power of this compressor is directly proportional to the instantaneous
wind resource, Wi-DACIS would serve to draw electricity mainly at times of high wind.
When this coincides with times of low electricity value (which will occur increasingly
more frequently), Wi-DACIS will store this energy. Through this mechanism, Wi-DACIS
further lessens the capture value problem. This improved capture value could reduce
uncertainty in future wind farm investments. However, any system intending to make
a significant impact on the capture value of a whole grid would need to account for a
significant proportion of the wind generation capacity of that grid.

5. Summary

The wind-driven GIES system described in this paper has the potential to offer signifi-
cant generation flexibility to wind power generation. Further costing work must be done
before the economic case is fully made. By including some electrically driven compression
prior to supplying air to the wind-driven compressor, a solution is found to the problem
that large intake swept volumes would otherwise be needed. This allows direct drive
machinery to replace the expensive gearbox system in a conventional turbine.

The use of underwater compressed air energy storage in the form of flexible energy
bags has natural synergy with floating offshore wind turbines, which may be situated over
extremely deep water. It has been shown in a previous paper that these energy bags have
an optimum diameter, which was suggested to be approximately 20 m. Any energy store
utilising these bags should therefore employ multiple optimally sized bags.

For multiple configurations of the system, simulations were run for both an adiabatic
and an isothermal wind-driven compressor. For a set wind turbine and upper pressure, as
the allowable volumetric swept intake of the main stage compressor increases:

• The pressure ratio of the grid-powered compressor reduces and the pressure ratio of
the wind-driven compressor increases;

• The power ratio between the wind-driven and grid-powered compressors increases; and
• The one-year return on investment of the system increases.

It is therefore desirable to accommodate the maximum possible swept volume.
It was also found that the adiabatic main stage compressor achieved higher ROI values

than the isothermal configuration. This is partly due to the relatively cheap thermal energy
storage used in the adiabatic case. The adiabatic case also results in a more favourable ratio
of wind-driven to grid-powered compressor powers, resulting in a configuration closer to
a pure generation-integrated energy storage system.

There is an optimum value of store size for ROI with the Wi-DACIS system, which is
generally between 10 and 20 h of rated output. With proper design and sizing, ROI values
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in the region of 10–15% are certainly possible. A Monte Carlo simulation validated the
assumed costs of the system by showing low variability (in the order of 10%) at higher
values of Vswept, where these ROI values were found.

With the wind data used in this paper, a conventional wind turbine achieves higher
ROI values than the Wi-DACIS system. However, under the same assumptions, the other
wind–storage systems simulated also achieved lower ROI values than the conventional
turbine, and the optimum values for these systems were found at the minimum storage
capacity, which most closely resembles a standalone wind turbine. The Wi-DACIS system
performed as well as or better than the alternative storage solutions, especially at higher
storage capacities.

The addition of a medium-pressure store may serve to add flexibility to the system,
reducing the expenditure by allowing Wi-DACIS to draw energy from the grid at times of
lower electricity value. This additional store should be analysed in future work.

Further analysis should also be performed on the relative costs of the system elements,
as these will dictate proper sizing. The effect that the power ratio between the two compres-
sors has on the overall efficiency of the system is of interest, as an iteration that is closer to
standalone storage than GIES may result in a less efficient system. The benefit of overrating
of the expander, allowing for quicker discharge of the high-pressure store, should also
be investigated.

In this paper, the efficiency of the wind-driven compressor was given in relative terms,
with the assumption being that it would be as efficient as a traditional wind turbine trans-
mission system. This should be verified as the development of the adiabatic compressor
in [6] continues.

With a sufficient grid presence, Wi-DACIS may also act as a capture value balancer,
due to its dual mechanisms of storing energy during times of low electricity price (which
will increasingly frequently occur during times of high wind) and drawing electricity
from the grid during times of high wind availability, thereby increasing demand. With a
significant market share of the wind generation capacity of a grid, Wi-DACIS could greatly
reduce the uncertainty surrounding capture value in wind farms. Further work should
be done to determine the value of the Wi-DACIS and similar wind-driven systems in an
expected future energy network, as the negative correlation between electricity price and
wind availability becomes more pronounced in the coming years. This negative correlation
may heavily impact conventional wind farms that lack co-located energy storage, at which
point systems such as Wi-DACIS may have an extremely promising economic case.
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Nomenclature
C cost [GBP]
D diameter [m]
E energy [J]
f frequency [1/s]
F force [N]
L length [m]
m mass [kg]
p pressure [bar]
P power [W]
r ratio of pressures
T temperature [K]
u (wind) speed [m/s]
V volume [m3]
W work [J]
z altitude [m]
γ ratio of specific heats
η efficiency
κ Von Kármán constant
ω rotational speed [rad/s]
Subscripts and Superscripts
0 roughness length
1 inlet stage 1 (pressure, volume)
2 outlet stage 1/inlet stage 2 (pressure, volume)
3 outlet stage 2 (pressure, volume)
ADIA adiabatic
G grid (pressure ratio)
Heat heat (energy)
ISO isothermal
opt optimal (volume)
quartz quartz (mass)
ref reference (temperature)
steel steel (mass)
store thermal store (temperature, volume)
swept swept (volume) per rev
T tension (force)
TIP wind turbine blade tip (speed)
turbine turbine (power)
W wind (pressure ratio)
* friction velocity
Abbreviations
AB anchoring ballast
A-CAES adiabatic compressed air energy storage
CAES compressed air energy storage
CfD contracts for difference
COMG compressor (grid-driven)
COMW compressor (wind-driven)
CV capture value
D-CAES diabatic compressed air energy storage
EXP expander
GIES generation-integrated energy storage
HPEB high-pressure energy bag
HXU heat exchanger unit
I-CAES isothermal compressed air energy storage
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MIDAS Met Office Integrated Data Archive System
ROI return on investment
SoC state of charge
SU canvas surface
TC tension cables
TES thermal energy storage
TSR tip-speed ratio
UWCAES underwater compressed air energy storage
Wi-DACIS wind-driven air compression and isobaric storage
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